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The Experience
On March 13, 2020, we received our first email concerning COVID-19.
This was followed by a large flurry of emails and soon our inbox was
flooded with, “there will no longer be any large group lectures”…“no
clinical skills classes”… “all anatomy programs have been suspended”
and so forth. The e-mails kept coming in, and with them came a wave
of confusion about the future. For me, a first-year medical student, I
was shocked. I understood that many universities across the globe
were taking steps toward social distancing but an online medical
school? That had to be a mistake. Suddenly, another email came in,
suggesting that all the upper-year students on clerkship were
discharged from clinical duties and that all medical students were
expected to not visit any healthcare facilities unless necessary. After
reading the last email, I was no longer feeling uncertain about the
future; instead, I felt apprehensive. Although, I could not pinpoint the
reason for my feelings.
Then my phone rang, it was my supervisor calling to check in. He asked
what my thoughts were about medical students being suspended from
clinical duties. Before I could say anything, he said that in this time
when physicians should be helping out more, why should the medical
students be discouraged from helping and doing their part? His idea
was that we did not come to medicine to step away when the need
arises, but to take proper precautions, and stand up in solidarity to
provide care. Listening to him, I felt validated. I took a deep breath as
I realized that the sentiment I felt was of being stripped of the
opportunity to play my part. I kept thinking back to the day of our
white coat ceremony just a few months ago, where we pledged to serve
our communities with kindness, care, and justice. Now, a time when
more than ever before, we had the opportunity to stay true to our oath,
we were told that our services will no longer be required. Talking
further, we both explored the other side of the issue. We did discuss
how having medical students at the hospital increases liability as well
as puts students at risk. However, reconciling with those ideas, and
staying inside the house was difficult.
Sensing that many medical students felt the same as me yet
recognizing our responsibility to engage in social distancing like all
citizens, the next few days went into finding a sweet balance. Within
days, we started seeing a rise in initiatives started by medical students
to help with the COVID-19 relief.1 Initiatives like helping frontline
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workers by doing grocery runs or providing child-care services. It was
heart-warming to see how students from all across the globe were
collaborating, reaching out, innovating and trying to support the
frontline heroes.2 Personally, I found myself drawn to reducing anxiety
and aiding in the mental health of community members. As an
Education Committee member of the Ontario Medical Students
Association, I began working with medical students from all over
Canada to create a series of infographics sharing resources and
encouraging medical students to stay informed (Figure 1). I began
checking in with senior residents of my building, and we tried to
reassure and encourage each other. Somehow, in an attempt to
physically distance, people were indeed coming together emotionally.
As days pass by, and we begin to adjust to our new online curriculum,
I find myself surrounded by new dilemmas. Every news or social media
outlet that I surfed was filled with ideas of being productive. From
cooking challenges to exercising, and spending time with family,
everyone seemed to be in a race to make efficient use of this
unexpected gift of time. I am guilty of thinking similarly. I found myself
being pulled in all directions. It was important for people to recognize
that not doing anything productive, and simply taking care of ourselves
was equally important. Just as it was important is to seek support when
needed, and to realize that it is okay if we all do not come out as chefs,
or athletes after this lockdown.”
Even though I am not at the frontline, I feel a sense of responsibility
by being associated with the profession of medicine. In some ways,
living everyday through this pandemic and seeing the world cope,
seems to teach me something new every day. Even though our classes
are now online, and it seems scary to think we might not learn all the
necessary clinical skills, I am determined to work harder. Most of all,
stories of sacrifice and triumph of healthcare professionals motivate
me to be a better version of myself, to be a better student, and a better
physician in the future. To end off, just like all the email
communications we received, I hope you are all keeping safe during
these uncertain and changing times.
Learn more about education in Ontario, Canada (including
infographics), volunteering opportunities and wellness during COVID-19
at the Ontario Medical Students Association website: https://omsa.ca.
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Figure 1. Infographics created with students of the Education Committee of the Ontario Medical Students Association
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